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To break the silence
What is happening in Iraq

Iraq, 16.12.2016, 03:27 Time

USPA NEWS - ISIS terrorism has become a global, because it exceeded all the brutal standards of the bombings, kidnapping,
murder, and rape, not only in Iraq, but its terrorism long most of the Arab and foreign countries, that all nations agreed that ISIS danger
to the whole world should get rid of them.

Battle of Mosul now, eyes is all monitored, and what will happen after the battle? Is the battle of Mosul will be the end of ISIS in Iraq?
To stand at the last question, terrorism has many forms and ISIS is a picture of an image, which was not silent Iraq and the entire
world for its terrorism and to fight it in various ways, intellectually foremost, but there are other things in my community and the rest of
specifically Arab societies, it is true, it is to talk about between now and then and begin to raise issues and files, but the circles of
silence still hovering around it, for example, rape the woman or the child (male or female), or the rape of the man who is not ISIS is
some kind of terrorism?!

Incest is some kind of terrorism?!, Sexual harassment and exploitation of women is some kind of terrorism?!, Right the spread of
unemployment among young people, and fighting talent is some kind of terrorism?!, some brains, which calls for sectarianism and
segregation is some kind of terrorism?!, and rampant corruption is a kind of terrorism?!, do not forget some of the customs and
traditions of community and tribal anti-religion Islamic religion of tolerance, peaceful coexistence and Maintained for Women's Rights
by men, in violation of our societies, all that shall break the silence with it to get rid of them, and the list goes on.

Just as Iraq and the world fought ISIS terrorism, and break the silence about its crimes heinous, to break the silence about the other
crimes that are no less dangerous than terrorism ISIS something, let us first start the fight against poverty in various ways; it will
generate people who force them life to be drawn to crime, murder, theft and rape“¦..etc, perhaps they are small groups among
themselves, not unlike something ISIS groups, or join terrorist groups take them to doom and destruction.

To break the silence about these crimes and fight it, intellectually before everything, and fight it regionally and globally as we fight ISIS;
because it is not less than its crimes, something that, in my country, Iraq call on the concerned authorities, and every hand can help
fight poverty first all modern means, especially, after getting rid of ISIS final; because poverty will generate unemployment, rape,
sexual harassment, and theft, and the list goes on.
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